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The way it's now, is not going to be the end of the story. The blessing decreed here is not only for 
the Church but for each individual person.  
 
Over the past weeks, this expression that may not be popular to many persons has been impressed 
upon my heart, “Out of the strong came something sweet" Judges 14:14. This riddle was put before 
Samson as a condition to marry his wife. He interpreted it well “out of the caucus of a lion came 
honey.” Many times, bees hive upon a dead lion and form honeycombs. 
 
As I meditate upon this expression placed within my soul, outwardly, my eyes are fixed upon the 
spring flowers that decorated the church-altars this Easter Sunday. Also, I’m looking at the cherry 
trees and their current blooming flowers. Not a coincidence but a revelation. I saw the same cherry 
trees two months ago; they were leafless and flowerless, they were cherrywood. They looked dry like 
those bones in the valley. But now, glory and splendor are all around the cherry trees. Instantly, I 
recalled with joy what came after Job’s afflictions and sores. Daughters more beautiful than ever and 
wealth more expansive than ever! (Job 42:15). 
 
And strongly believe that the Spirit moves me to write it down like Habakkuk of old, because it shall 
come to pass, and then all will know that Divine Providence is the source (Hab.2:2). A new Church 
from a new Pentecost. A new humanity. A new civilization. The Church has been strong from the 
beginning. However, in the last fifty years we have seen sores upon the Church, and even dryness 
like bones in the valley, but something sweet and more glorious than ever is coming. Though the 
Church is not guiltless like Job; however, the Church is about to receive a new splendor. May we 
pray for mercy and make reparations to cooperate with the Holy Spirit in the new destined splendor. 
Divine cleansing may be another way to bring it about, and that will be harder on us. Either way, a 
new spring is at the door for the Church. 

Marriages are going to receive new outpouring of love; this new wine will run endlessly among 
couples like the oil from the jar of the widow of Zarephath (1 Kg. 17: 7-16); this will transform the 
current love-longevity that short-circuited. Seminaries, convents and monasteries are going to be 
packed again. We’ll have many priests and nuns again, and greater Saints from our God, who 
elevates His creation from glory to glory. Missionaries from different denominations will come 
together with a different zeal inflamed by the Holy Spirit to establish the Kingdom of God among 
all peoples. And Christ the King will reign in an exceptional way 

Churches will be packed again on Sundays with hearts filled with the spirit of resurrection; hearts 
who are enthused with the joy and promises of immortality; hearts filled with sweetness, bringing to 
birth a new culture of love. The Church age has not become extinct as many currently boast; rather, 
Aggressive Materialism and moral corruption will soon become as extinct as the hypothetical 
dinosaurs. 

And when these are accomplished, all will celebrate these words given to Isaiah, "I foretold the 
former things long ago, my mouth announced them and I made them known; then suddenly I acted, 
and they came to pass...before they happened I announced them to you so that you could not say, 
“My images brought them about; my wooden image and metal god ordained them" Isa.48: 3-11 

Happy Easter 

Fr. Ignatius Mary 


